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A bstract— Spatial resolution variation as a function of dis-
tance from collimator surface in single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) is a major obstacle for quanti-
tative imaging. This work investigated two analytical inver-
sion methods for correcting the distance-dependent resolu-
tion variation. The first one derives accurately an inversion
formula, but approximates the resolution variation kernel.
The second one considers accurately the resolution varia-
tion kernel, but approximates the inversion formula. Recon-
structed images using the first method showed a better res-
olution recovery at the central area of field-of-view (FOV),
consistent with the approach that the resolution kernel is
approximated for near-field regions. The second method re-
stored resolution better at the FOV periphery, consistent
with the theory that the formula is approximated for far-
field regions. The first method is very sensitive to the
approximation. The second one is robust and, therefore, is
a better choice for quantitative SPECT imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPECT is a non-invasive cost-effective means for as-
sessment of tissue/organ functions in nuclear medicine [1].
Currently available SPECT technology provides only qual-
itative images of radiotracer uptake in regions-of-interest

(ROIS) and lacks of quantitative capability. The spatial
resolution variation as a function of distance from the colli-

mator surface is one of the major obstacles for quantitative

imaging, in addition to photon attenuation (absorption and

scatter) in the body [2]. This work investigates two inver-
sion methods for correcting the distancedependent resolu-
tion variation.

The first method derives accurately the inversion for-
mula, but approximates the resolution kernel to some spe-
cial functional forms to satisfy the mathematical derivation
[3]. The approximation introduces incorrect information of
the kernel into the near-field regions. The second method
considers accurately the resolution kernel constructed from
point-source measurements at different distances from the
collimator surface, but approximates the inversion formula
[4]. The approximation compromises the information in
the far-field regions. The goal of this work is to study their
performance and recommend a better choice.
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II. METHOD

Projection equation for SPECT imaging with
parallel-hole collimation is given, if scatter contribution is
neglected or removed, see Figure 1 [5],

F((, ~)e) =
JJ.7”
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—co

(1)

where o(C, z, ~, 6), p(~, z, q, 0) and /t(&, z} ~) represent the

source (radiotracer) distribution O(Z, y, z), the attenuation

map p(x, y, z) and the resolution-variation kernel in the

rotation coordinates (f, z, ~), and ~(~, z, 6) is the (scatter

corrected or free) measurement at detection bin (~, z, 0) by

projection angle 6. It can be seen that the integrals for
f’ and z’ on the &– z plane at a constant distance q is a
convolution of attenuated source with the resolution ker-
nel. Efficient inversion of Eq. (1) for O(Z,y, z) can be per-
formed either analytically if radiotracer distributes inside
a uniform attenuating medium or iteratively if the tracer
is within nonuniform attenuating body.

.-

Figure 1. Data acquisition configuration for SPECT imaging. The

z-axis is the rotation axis.

Let u be the attenuation coefficient of the uni-

form medium. By multiplying attenuation factor,

By applying a

, to Dotn sines or Mq.~lj, we nave

J/J-h(f –(’,2 – z’, q)o(g’,z’,~,e)

xe-;’&dz’drl. (2)

two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform
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(FT) to ~(&,.z,6) on the f-z detection plane, we have then the 2D FT of the kernel on the &-z plane is given by

Wc,f.,o = l’1’r H(j~, fz,q) = e–2T20i@+f:). (lo)dc>~,q,Wf(fc, f%, q)
The relation Oq = 00(1 + -yq) is usually satisfied, with

xe _;n:(fe~+fz ~)–wd~d~dq
(3) the standard deviation a. being the FWHM (full-width-at-

half-maximum) at the plane (q = O) and v being a positivewhere H(~&,jz, q) is the 2D FT of the resolution kernel
h(~, z, q) at distance q, with fcbeing the spatial frequency constant reflecting the rate of FWHM change as a function

along f-axis and ~. the spatial frequency along z-axis. of q. In order to analytically inverting Eq. (2), however, a
linear dependence of u: zs aq+b, where a and b are positive

A. Approximation of resolution kernel for accurate inver-
.,

constants, is required to satisfy Eq. (4) [3] [8][9]. Using this
sion formula approximation, H( ff, fz,q)becomes

Assume that the FT of the resolution kernel can be writ- H(f,t, f,, q) = e–2n2b(f:+f~)e–2n2 a(f~+f~)q.
ten as

(11)

‘(tf~ .fz,’V) = g(.ff, fz)e-T(f<’fz)~
(4) The relationship between .f~, p and f.is determined via

Eq. (8) and a = ~:
to fit approximately the measured kernel. Substitute this
into Eq. (3) and divide

flff, f., O =

Let a = ~. By
and –ia = psin~ [6],

dft, f%) to both sides, we have
ff=+

(1 - av) - ~1 - 2av - (2a7r)2(f~ + p’) _ ~2

///

co
~–2mi(f$&+fzz)– (v+T)m 2(a7r)2

—co ;12)

XO(&, z, q, O)d&dzdq. (5) From this equation, given fzand p, we can solve fg. Then

the solution O(Z, y, z) is obtained via Eq.(7).

the transformation of f~ = p cos ~
where p is a real variable and ~ is A.2 Approximated Cauchy resolution kernel

an imaginary one, Eq. (5) becomes Other approximations by selecting a non-Gaussian func-

P(f~, f., 0) = OIPCOS(~ + P), psin(~ + 0} f%] tional h(f, z, q) to satisfy Eq. (4) have also been explored,
‘6) e.g., a Cauchy function [8][9]:

where ~ = ~ In R and O(.) is the 3D FT of o(z, ~, z).
h(&,z,q) = ~ ‘

1
P(fc, fz, 0) is a periodic function of 19+27r,and so is O(.) 7rf +Z’+ o;”

(13)

for 0 + ~ + 27r. By applying the Fourier series expansion to
both sides of Eq.(6) with respect to the angular variables, The 2D FT on the &z plane is given by

the inversion formula is then written as [5][6]
H(fc, fz, q) = e -’~b=~e-’~~.~q ~14)

()
fE_a %

O.(p,f.) = Pn(f~, f.) ~ (7) where it has been assumed that CT;= aCq+ bc. The rela-
tionship between ft, p and fz is:

where ~~(.f~, fz) is the FT of ~(.f~, .fZ,0) on the angular
coordinate 0 and On(p, jZ) is the 3D FT of the attenuation-
compensated and resolution-restored projections, which
are to be obtained from Eq. (7) and used to reconstruct
the source distribution O(Z,g, z). Index n is the angular
frequency and p is given by [7]

p= f~–a2iffC>O; p=– f~–a2ifff <0. (8)

Given the attenuation map P(Z, y, z) with central uni-
form attenuating medium of convex region and the res-
olution kernel h(f, z, q) satisfying Eq. (4), the source dis-
tribution O(Z,g, z) within the central uniform attenuating
medium is determined, in the frequency space, by the an-
alytical inversion Eqs. (7) and (8). The implementation of
the analytical inversion is detailed below.

A.1 Approximated Gaussian resolution kernel

Assume the resolution kernel to be Gaussian functional
with the variance u; depending on the distance q, i.e.,

(9)

where ,._

From this equation, we determine ft, given samples f. and
p. Then we compute the solution O(Z,y, z) by Eq.(7).

The square-root part in Eq. (12) must be positive, giving
the maximum frequency radius of p - fz

2a7r “
(16)

Eq.(16) eliminates those high frequencies for ~, and p when
computing On(p, $Z) via Eq. (7). This is the limitation of
the approximated Gaussian resolution kernel. The loss of
information in those high frequency can result in recon-
struction artifacts. For the Cauchy resolution kernel, the
square-root part in Eq. (15) is always greater than O, since
ac < 1. Therefore, Cauchy kernel does not lose the in-
formation in those high frequencies and should outperform
the Gaussian kernel.
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A.3 Inversion solution via Eq.(7)

The attenuation-compensated and resolution-restored
projections O~(p, fz) are computed via Eqs.(7) and (8).
For the linearly approximated Gaussian kernel, Eq. (12) will
be used. When the Cauchykernel isconsidered, Eq.(15)
will be applied. According to the symmetric properties of
the 3D FT of a real 3D function, we have [5]:

on(p)–f.) = (–l)~o;(p, f.)

o_n(p,f.)= (–l)~o:(p, –f.)

o_n(–p,f.) = O:(p,–f.)

O-n(–p,–f.) = am? f.).

(17)

For noise-free case, two more symmetries for computing
On values are available:

On(–p, j-z)= (–l)WZ(P, fz) (18)

On(–p,–f,) = (–l)non(p, –j.).

A.4 Frequency Sampling

Assume that in the space domain, the sampling num-
ber in ~ direction is N and in z direction is S, all having
the same sampling interval T. To avoid interpolation in
frequency space, the sampled frequencies are expressed as:

Pl=#l 1= –+,–g +1,4,., o,l,... # –1;

(.fz)m =%, m’= –3!–$ +1,... >O>l,... >; –1.
(19)

Notice that the pair 1 and n run only half {1 = 0,1,,.,, # –
1; n = 0,1, ....$ – 1} for On(l, m). The other quarters
{1=-:,..., –1; n = –~,..., – 1} can be obtained by the
symmetries of Eqs.(17)-(18).

A.5 Filtered Backprojection (FBP) Reconstruction

Given O.(1, m), an inverse FT on the angular index
n produces the attenuation-compensated and resolution-
restored projections in frequency space (~f, ~Z) at different
projection angle & P(~g, ~z, 0, K = O,h = 8). A 2D Ramp
filter is applied on the j,g-.fz plane and then a backprojec-
tion is performed for each angle Oto reconstruct the source
distribution o($, y, z).

B. Accwate consideration of resolution kernel for approx-
imated inversion formula

Based on a central-ray approximation and the distance-
frequency relation [4], inversion of Eq. (2) for solution
O(X,y, z) can be performed sequentially [10], rather than
simultaneously as described above.

Step (1) is a distance-dependent deconvolution based on
the distance–frequency relation:

~(ff, f%, fe) (20)qf~,fz,fo) = ~(fc, fz, –f@/f&) + c’

where fe is the angular frequency of 1?and c is a small
constant.

Step (2) performs the inversion of exponential Radon
transform based on FBP reconstruction [7].

The first method described in Section A derives accu-
rately the inversion method of Eq. (7) with approximated
kernels of Eq. (4). The second method described in Section
B approximates the inversion formula of Eq. (20), based on
the distance-frequency relation, and considers accurately
the measured kernel. The goal of this work is to compare
the performances of the approximated resolution kernel of
Eq.(4) and the approximated inversion formula of Eq.(20)
in image reconstruction.

III. RESULT

A study on noise-free data was performed by computer
simulations and followed by an investigation on noisy data
with phantom experiments.

A. Simulation results

Figure 2 shows a slice of the 3D Hoffman brain phantom
and a horizontal profile across the image center. Projec-
tion data were simulated by parallel-hole collimation. A
circular scanning orbit was used with 128 evenly spaced
views. Each view took a projected image of 128 x 128 ar-
ray. A uniform attenuation was included. An experimen-
tally measured resolution kernel of an LEUR (low energy
ultra-high resolution) parallel-hole collimator was used,

Figure 3 shows the reconstruction without correction of
the distance-dependent resolution variation. The blurring
is clearly seen from the profile.

Figure 4 shows the result after resolution correction using
the first method [3] with approximated resolution kernel of
Cauchy form. The Cauchy kernel has the same FWHM an
as the measured kernel. Improvement in resolution recov-
ery is seen in the profile. Reconstruction artifacts can be
observed near the hot spot. This is due to the mismatch of
Cauchy function to the measured kernel. Figure 5 shows
the result of the first method [3] with approximated reso-
lution kernel of Gaussian function (linear variation). The
linear fitting of a: = aq +b to the point-source measure-
ments was performed by the technique [3]. The profile
shows the resolution recovery. Due to the noticeable de-
viation of the linear fitting to the non-linear variation of
measured FWHMS, reconstruction artifact is clearly seen.

In order to ensure that the first method is correctly im-
plemented, we performed another simulation, in which the
projections were simulated using the linearly approximated
Gaussian kernel. The reconstruction also used the linearly
approximated Gaussian kernel. The results are shown in
Figure 6. A perfect resolution recovery is achieved (see the
hot and cold sports). This indicates that the implementa-
tion is correct.

Figure 7 shows the result after resolution correction us-
ing the second method [4], i. e., accurate use of the kernel
with approximated inversion formula. The profile demon-
strate the improvement of resolution. The reconstruction
is artifact free. This indicates that accurate consideration
of the measured resolution kernel is necessary.
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The reconstructions using approximated kernels showed
excellent resolution recovery at the FOV central area, but
generated artifacts off the center, as indicated in Figures 4
and 5. This is consistent with the approach that the ker-
nel is approximated for the near-field regions. The recon-
structions using approximated inversion formula showed a
better resolution recovery at phantom periphery, as seen
in Figure 7. This is consistent with the theory that the
formula is approximated for the far-field regions.

Compared to Figure 6, which is the perject reconstruc-
tion because the same kernel is used for both data gener-
ation and image reconstruction, the result of Figure 7 is
nearly perfect. Most importantly, it is artifact free.
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Figure 2. A slice of the 3D Hoffman phantom.

rithout resolution variation correction.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction using the first method with Cauchy

function as the kernel.

Figure 5. Reconstruction using the first method with Gaussian

function as the kernel.

Figure 6. Reconstruction and data simulation using the same

Gaussian resolution kernel.

Figure 7. Reconstruction using the second method.

B. Experimental results

A Picker 3000XP SPECT system with LEUR parallel-
hole collimators was used to acquire 128 projections evenly
spaced on a circular orbit. Each projection is an image
of 128 x 128 array. The phantom is the striatal head
model (Radiology Support Devices, Inc., CA). Within a
skull/scalp enclosure, this anthropomorphic phantom has
4 spots in the brain tissue space.

The reconstruction without correction for the resolution
blurring is shown in Figure 8. The slice image contains
2 hot spots. The profile was drawn vertically through
the spots. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the first
method [3] with approximated Cauchy and Gaussian ker-
nels, respectively. The approximated Cauchy and Gaus-
sian kernels were obtained by fitting their functional forms
to the point-source measurements of the Picker collimators.
Figure 11 shows the result after correction by the second
method [4], where the measured kernel for the Picker colli-
mators was used. In the presence of noise, the approxima-
tion of resolution kernel results in the same reconstruction
artifacts as the noise-free case, see Figures 4, 5, 9 and 10.
Necessity of accurate consideration of the measured reso-
lution kernel is seen again. The second method demon-
strated robust performance in both the noise-free and noisy
cases. Therefore, the second method is a better choice for
quantitative SPECT imaging.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated two analytical inversion methods
for correction of resolution variation as a function of dis-
tance from the collimator surface. The first method fits
the reconstruction kernel to some special functional forms
to satisfy the derivation of accurate inversion formula [3].
The fitting introduces reconstruction artifacts. The second
method derives an approximated inversion formula, based
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on the distance-frequency relation [4], and considers the
resolution kernel accurately. Both computer simulations
and phantom experiments showed that the first method
achieves excellent resolution restoration at the central re-
gion of FOV, at the cost of reconstruction artefact because
of the approximation at the near-field regions. The second
method recovers resolution better at the phantom periph-
ery because of the approximation at the far-field regions.
The second method demonstrated robust performance and
is a better choice for resolution restoration.

Figure 8. Reconstruction without resolution variation correction.

250r

Figure 9. Reconstruction using the first method with Cauchy

function as the kernel.
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Figure 10. Reconstruction using the first method with Gaussian

function as the kernel.

250,

Figure 11. Reconstruction using the second method.
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